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SUMMARY

This report is concerned with the transfer of radiative energy by

the lines of a gas of uniform properties in local thermodynamic equilibrium.

By means of comparatively simple calculations, the relative intensities

ref the potentially strong lines of a simple (hydrogenic) spectrum are

computed and these results are interpreted in detail. An important

conclusion from these calculations is that the influences of lower state

occupation number and line oscillator strength can, under some conditions,

be outweighed by factors such as the line width and the local value of

the Planck function.

The remainder of the report is concerned with the numerous weak lines

associated with high quantum numbers. It is shown that these lines

can be allowed for by extending the cross sections of the appropriate

continuum processes. These techniques are then used to compare the

intensities of groups of weak lines with the intensities of certain

strong lines.
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PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

V Planck function

c vclocity of light in a vacuum

e charge of election

E energy of electronic state with principal quantum number mm

f absorption oscillator strength for a transition from a state withmnn

principal quantum number m to a state with principal quantum

L number n

F(m,t) function defined by Eq. (3.5)

7 gM statistical weight of the state with principal quantum number m

h Planck's constant

I specific intensity of radiation

I frequency integrated specific intensity of radiation, J^I dv

Imn I for the isolated line with quantum numbers m and n.

9k Boltzmann's constant

K linear spectral absorption coefficient

m principal quantum number of lower stdte
7

m lower state quantum number corresponding to the first high serien
9

which is completely merged according to effective widths or is

completely optically thin

m the sum of the intensities of either all lines or all transitions

with n > m is equal to 10% of the intensity of the leading

line

m mass of electron
e

n principal quantumn number of upper state
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n upper state quantum number of the first high line which is either

"ierged according to its effective width or optically thin

the sum of the intensitias of all lines with n > n is equal to

10% of the intensity of the series leading line

N number density of atomsa

N number density of electronse

NL Loschmidt number (2.68"71 x l019 cm" )

N number density of particles with principal quantum number mm

N number density of particles with charge zZ

p n - m

0 electronic partition function of an ak:oma

Q. e]cctronic partition function of an ion

Ry Rydberg energy constant

S path length

5s NI/NL

XH/kT

T temperature

w line width para,,eter

W effective width of intensity profile

z number of charge;

z r.harve on radiatir,7 particler

z c,- .n perturbing particle

bV C in,.. Liie spacing

V 'Frequency

v center frequency for a transition from a state with principal

qnn

quantum number m to a state w.1th principal quantum number n.
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optical depth of a line, Kdv/w)s

x ionization potential

xli ionization potential of hydrogen
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that when a space vehicle enters a planetary atmosiher,'

radiative mechanisms are important in the transfer of enerry from the locall',

heated pas to the vehicle; one of the current ;rterestc in this -- oblem is in

the role of spectral lines in the transfer process.* However, the task c`

computing the line intensities in even an isothermal slab of ras is e .remelv

involved due to the complexity of the line spectra. If one is to attempt

such computations and interpret the results meaninrfullv, it is necessary to

make approximations which reduce the immense number of transitions to a nor-

tractable number. The problem of makinp such approxima~ions is made consid-

erably easier by an understandinr of the interaction of the various iactors

which contribute to the radiative in:ensity of a line. This undcr-tandxrc

can be rained in part from previous work. Some relevant papers are due to

Allen, Biberman and coworkers, 3'9 Ofe5 and Aroeste and Benton.6 The pý;r-

pose of this Part is to supplement the results already available with a more

detailed investipation :f relative line intensities.

Throuphout this Part the line positions and oscillator strenoths ,s'd

are those of hvdroren. These vlues have the advantare of beinr' n.,tainable

from simple analytic expressions and althouph the resultinr spectrum is

simpler than that of a nonhvdrovenic pas. it displays most of the main

features. In contrist, the line profiles of hvdropen are not typical c$

other gases (and a:e penerallv more complex). Therefore, since the main

concern in this work is with nonhvdropenic vases, we choose the line nroFlies

to be representative of a nonhvdrorenic ras.

Chapter 2 describes some co'parativelv simple calculations on the

relative intensities of the stronrer lines and rives a detailed -hvsicaI

interpretation. Chapter 3 is concerned with the treatment or weai itios.

'New methods of treatinp these lines are described and then used to indicate

the impcrtant of such lines relative to st~rnger lines.
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2, FELATIVE INTENSITIES OF ELECTPON IMPACT BROADENED LINES

2.1 Introduction

The strongest lines of a nonhydrogenic pas correspond to transitions

between states of relatively low excitation. Such lines are predominantly

broadened by electron impacts (see Part 1, Chap. 4) which Five rise to 7is-

persion profiles. The prowth of intensity of a dispersion line has been

described in Pert 1, Section 3.3 where it was shown that two simple asvmD-

totic expressions describe the growth tc a good approximation. The expres-

sion for small optical depth is

I = B s K dv (2.1)
0 o

and the expression for lerge optical depth is

I = 2B (ws K dv) 1 / 2. (2.2)
o 0 o

These curves intersect at the point

s f K dv/w = 4 (2.3)
0

In order to evaluate Eq. (2.1) or Eq. (2.2) one needs to know the end states

of the transition, the thermodynam'c state (o,T) and the path lenpth, s.

For a line between lower state m and upper state 1i we have for the

absorptiun coe'ficicnt

r" , 2 hymn

o K dv = --- N f IFl - exp(- -hv ri] (2.4)
o mn e mmn
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where N is the nilimher density of na-ticles in the lower state m, F
m Mn

is the oscillator strength (see qection 3.2 of Part 1) and the factor

l-exo(-hv /kT) makes allowance for stimulated emission. The occupation
"mn

number N is related to the total number of particles, N, by the
m

Boltzmann formula (Part 1, Section 2.1),

Nm ,m exp(-E M)N/Oet (2.5)

where Em and vm are the energy and statistical weight respectively for

the lower state m and 0 eP is the electronic partition function.

ror hydrogen, the frequencies, energy levels and oscillator strengths

are given by the lollowinv expressions 7

hv En - E X( (2.6)n H m2  n2

and

26 1 1
f 1 1. . (2.7)

mn 35r Fm lm3 (1/m 2 -1/n 2 ) 3

where X is the Rydberg energy. Finally, we need an expression for the

line width w. A detailed disussion of nonhydrogenic line widths has been

given in Part 1, Section 4.5. Tn that discussion, two approximate expres-

sions for electron impact line widths in a hydropenic spectrum were given.

The first expression, based on adiabatic theory and due to Margenau and
8.

Lewis, is

n

weV 0.98 x 1023 (_u ) (N cm 3)(kT eV)1/6z e

where n is t:e principal quantum number of the upper state and Ne is

the number density of electrons. The other expression, valid for inelastic

csr
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w eV a 3.3 x 1022 - (N -cm M)(kT eV)"_ (2.9)
z2 e

ror our present purposes it is interesting that despite their other differ-

ences, the two expressions Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) are each of the form

w = N.f(T,z)n'. (2.10)
e u

In this chapter it will not be necessary to specify f(T,z) since we will

restrict ourselves to comparing pairs of lines which are such that either

both are self-absorbed or neither is self-absorbed.

The ratio of intensities of two lines which are both self-absorbed can

be obtained from Eqs. (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5) in the form

Bv•n wg f - exp(-hvm/kT)] 1/2 -Fm,

Imin B = min w m ,[1i - exp(-hv , ,/kT)] e 2kT

(2.11)

Then, if the explicit form of the Planck function

2h mn
B 2hV n(2.12)

V mn C2 exp(hv /kn T) - 1inn

the hydrogenic expressionr Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) and the general line width

formula Eq. (2.10) are inserted into Eq. (2.11) the following result is

obtained

r nn n 3 i/m2.1/n2 3 ex((t/n2) exp[t(l/m, 2 -l/n, 2 )].11 1/22" (- (ZL • ), . ..
Imint i/m' 2 -1/n' 2  exp(t/n' 2 ) exprt(I/m2 -"/n 2 )1]l (2.13)

where t XH/kT.

In contrast to the case for olute intensities, Eq. (2.13) is

independent of 0 and s. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 apply Eq. (2.13) to the
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le.idinp lines of different series and different lines of the same series

respectively.

Tn the case of two lines which are not self-absorbed, ro. (2.1) holds.

Substitutinp in this equation the hvdropenic eneray and oscillator strength

expressions, one obtains a result analogous to Eq. (2.13), explicitly

----- (-n'm)3 exn(t/n 2 ) (2.14)T -1, m n 2

Snn exp(t/n' 2 )

Sections 2.4 and 2.5 apply Eq. (2.14) to the classes of lines treated in

Sections 2.2 and 2.3,

Some caution is required in applyinp results obtained in this chapter

to lines with moderately high quantum number upper states. Such lines can

have difrerent profiles from those with low quantum number tipper states.

(See Part 1, Section 4.6, for a discussion of this effect in nitrogen.)

The line width expression (Eq. 2.10) used in the calculations nresented here

may therefore break down for some higher quantum number transitions.

Finally, it must be pointed out that when self-absorption occurs,

the background continuum is a factor which is active in determining the

relative importance of the lines. This is beciuse lines which occur where

the continuum absorption coefficient is large are reduced ;n importance

(see Part 1, Eq. (3.2)). The detailed calculation of Part 3 considers this

effect but it is not accounted for in the calculations of this Dart.

2.2 SelF-Absorbed Leadin, Lines

In this section we crnrpare the intensity of the leadin, line of a

series with an excited lower state to the intensity of the leading line in

the series orilnatlnp from the rround state. Both lines are assumed to be
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self-absorbed. The reference line just introduced is sometimes called the

resonance line or (since the spectrum is that of hydrogen) the Lvman a line.

The relevant form of Eq. (2.13) is

Tmm+_ 1 4 3 ex[rt/(m+i) 21 (2m+l) 3  exp(3t/4) - 1 }12 (2.15)
)I2 exp(t) m9 (m+1) 5 expF(2m+l)t/m 2 (m+l) 2 1-l

The quantity Imjm+ /112 is shown gn Fig. 1 for several values of m and

a wide range of t. The asymptotic limit of t o 0 is also shown for

comparison. The analytic expression for this limit is easily obtained from

Eq. (2.15) and is

I

lir mm+l 4 1 (2Ii) 12 (2.16)
t-oO 11,2 3 r 7(M+l) 3

The factors which combine to produce the results displayed on Fiy. 1,

and their independent effects, are as follows. Line broadening increases

with upper state quantum number and hence tends to increase the intensities

of the hirher series lines. Values of pf slightly favor the higher sermes

lines. The unweiphted occupation numbers, exp(-E /kT)/Qet, favor the reso-

nance line. The factor due to stimulated emission decreases with ,requency

and hence acts against the low frequency high series lines. rinally, there

is the value of the Planck function. This factor can emphasize either the

high series line or the resonance line dependinp on the positIon of the

line centers with respect to the position of the Planck maximum.

Figure 2 is intended as an aid to discussion of the influence of the

Planck function. Tt shows the Planck runction plotted avainst the sim~iar-

itv iarameter hv/kT. In terms ol this variahle, the positions c- the line

centers (which are at constant 'ronliencv) chan-e? with terwrature. This

movement of line centers is linear with t and is shown for a nurher of
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lines on rip. 2. At very high terineratures t - 0 and all the lines are to

the left of the Planck maximum with the 1st Lyman line (iyman a) nearest to

the maximum. The Olanck function will therefore favor radiation from the

Lyman line. As the temperature falls, the lines mov, towards the Planck

maximum until at t = 3.8 the Ist Lyman line reaches the maximum and,

thereafter, the associated value of the Planck function will start to fall

while those of the other leadinp lines continue to rise until they too ir

turn pass over the maximum.

As shown by Fip. 1, this inf]ue:,ce of the Planck function is the

dominant effect. In narticular it can be seen that at low temperatures

(i.e. hiph values of t) the intensiti.s of the hipher series lines can

become Freater than that of the Lyman line. At these hiph values of t,

the influence of B is in opposition to those of induced emission (whichV

is small anyway) and the Boltzmann distribution but whereas the intensity

is linear in B , it varies as the square root of the Boltzmann distribu-

tion factor and also as the square root of the stimulated emission factor

(see, Eq. 2.11). At low values of t, these three effects reinforce each

other to produce dominance of the Lyman a line.

2.3 Self-Absorbed LinesWithin the same Series

In this section we compare lines within the same series (i.e. havinp

the same value of m). The reference line is chosen to be the series

leadinp, line.

The appropriate form of rq. (2.13) is

a ,•(2'2 ). '~ m~l' 5__ )exDft/(m÷r)2 ] expr(2in+I)t/r. 2 (M+l )2]-l _11
I rntin- m1 mp ept(")1ex[?pp)/n(In 2 -

J_ __
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where m+p a no The asymptotic limit for small t is

rn 2m+l 3- (2,18)t1 Im~m+1 2m + 1 "+7"t+Oi

A further asymptotic limit which is outside the range of validity of our

assumptions but exhibits an interesting trend is that of m * -. The for-

mal limit is

I

lim mImp z P (2.19)

mm+1

Equations (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19) have been evaluated and are plotted

on rigs. 3a, 3b and 3c for m = 1,2 and 3 respectively.

The relative intensities of lines within the same series are not

affected by population densities since each line starts from the same lower

state. Line broaden~ng favors the upper lines while the oscillator strength

is greatest for the leading line. Of these two factors, the line width is

the stronger effect at high values of n since then l/mr2 -1/n 2  is approxi-
-3

mately constant with n so that f w n while w a n4 . It is thisinn

effect which is responsible for the upward trend at hiph values of p

shown on Fig. 3. Since vinnl > v stimulated emission decreases with

n and thus the intensity tends to rise. The main influence of temperature,

however, occurs throuRh the Planck function. Figure 2 shows that

B > B for the Balmer and higher series except at very low tempera-V V
in,n intn~l

tures and for the Lyman series at comparatively high temperatures (t Z 3).

These effects are clearly shown on Fip. 3. Further, as m increases the

influence of temperature becomes less (because the difference in Frequencies

becomes less) until, in the limit of very hiRh m, the relative intensities
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become independent of temperature (cf. Eq. (2.19)). This trend can be seen

by comparinp Fips. 3a, 3b and 3c.

2.4 Optically Thin Leading Lines

When the Lyman a line is optically thin, local thermodynamic equilibrium

will not normally hold but it is useful for comparison with the results of

Section 2.2 to choose the Lyman a as the reference line for this section.

for the present case, Eq. (2.14) becomes

2l 8 exnrt/(M+l) 2 ]
,2 m3 (m+l) 3  exp(t/4) (2.20)

Values of Im~m+l/1,2 have been obtained from Eq. (2.20) and are plotted

on rig. 4. They are shown both on a linear scale (which is stretched by a

Factor of 10 compared to rig. 1) and on a logarithmic scale.

The dominance of the resonance line when it is optically thin is clearly

shown by rip. 4. In terms of the discussion of Section 2.2, we can say that

line broadening is no longer a factor and the influence of the Planck func-

tion is exceeded by those of the Boltzmann distribution and stimulated emis-

sion. Unlike the self-absorbed case, the importance of the high series lines

increases with temperature since now the Boltzmann distribution is the deter-

mining factor.

Expressing the absolute intensity in terms of the population of the

upper state further emphasizes the importance of the resonance line. The

following for" can easily be obtained from Fqs. (2.1), (2.4) and (O.5)

I 2h/c 2 Le2' . V3  exp(-E !kT)N/Oe. (2.21)
mnMC , r'.tpmmn n eC

in which p f v3 so that it can be seen that the retonance line
nnm nmnn 3m3nm
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must always exceed any other leading, line. Notice that Eq. (2.21) does not

contain R because, when the Fas is optically thin, only spontaneousV

emission contributes to the intensity.

2.5 Otically Thin Lines Within the Same Sc'-ies

This section compares the intensity from the general line I tom,m+p

the series leading line TmIm÷1 when both are optically thin.

Equation (2.14) for this case is

I 3 fm(l)3 exp(t/(M+p) 2 3

I m~p exp(t/(m+l) 2 ]

Values calculated from Eq. (2.22) are presented on rig. 5. Unlike the case

where self-absorption occurs, the ratio I /I is always less thanm,mvp m,m+l

unity since now line broadening has no influence and the F-number effect is

stronger (linear instead of square root). rquation (2.21) is again instruc-

tive since g f 0 , I and decreases with n as does exp(-E /kT).
nnm mn n 3m3 n

Because E changes most rapidly for m = 1, the Lyman series shows then

most rapid fall off. Finally, the change in all seý_ies is most rapid for

high t because of the factor exp(-E nkT).n
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3. THE TREATMENT AND IMPORTANCE or WEAK LINES

3.1 Introduction

Radiation from lines can be calculated by well established methods (see

Part 1, Section 3.3) provided the lines do not interfere ivith each other. A

method of accounting for the interference of small groups of lines (such as

multiplets) has been described in Part 1, Section 3.4. This chapter is con-

cerned with the problem of the large number of weak, closelý spaced lines which

are found in any spectrum. These lines can be considered in two classes.

(1) Lines which occur at the high frequency end of series with low quantum

number initial states (called here high lines). (2) The complete series which

have highly excited initial states (called here high series).

Thc merging of high lines in an optically thin medium gives rise to an

apparent depression of the ionization limit, as is well known (see Section

3.2). The treatment of high lines developed here is related to this apparent

depression. An analogous method is also demonstrated for the high series.

The presentation is as follows. Section 3.2 describes briefly the theo-

retical treatmert of the apparent dep-ession of the ionization limit in an

optically thin gas. Section 3.3 then presents a method for calculatinr, the

radiation from high lines. As an example, the method Is applied to a hydro-

penic gas in Section 3.4 where, Por each of the first three series, the

importance of the high lines with respect to the series leading line is calcu-

lated. Section 3.5 then presents an analopons method for dealing with high

series (and high bound-free transitions). rinally, the application of the

t;*-chod to a hydropenic pas is demonstrated and the .portance of high series

with respect to the Lyman a line is examined in Section 3.6.
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3.2 Line Mer'ing and the Apparent Depression of the Ionization Limit

As one passes along a series of lines away from the leading line, the

inter-line spacing rapidly decreases and at the same time, if the gas is at

least part ally ionized, the influence of charged particles on the energy

levels iaL;reases and produces a larger line width. The high lines of a

series thus tend to merge and produce the appearance of an extension of the

continuum in the direction of lower frequencies. In other words, there is an

apparent drop in the ionization potential. The similar behavior cf merged,

high quantum number states and free states is a consequence of the correspond-

once principle. The appearance of the absorption coefficient in the merRing

region is exhibited in papers by Pannekoek10 and Vidal@I1

As we have already seen (Part 1, Chap. 2), there is also a real drop in

ionization potential due to the presence of charged particles but it can easily

be shown that this drop is less than the apparent drop due to line merging

within our range of conditions. Therefore, although it is important for other

reasons, such as calculating species composition (see Part 1, Chap. 2), the

real depression of ionization limit may be ignored in the study of absG.'ptior,

cross sections and the photo-electric threshold fixed instead from the pseudo-

depression due to line merging.

The exact position of the depressed threshold is clearly somewhat

arbitrar-y: Inglis and Teller12 required that at the threshold the line width

at 43alf its peak value be equal to the spacing between line centers and this

criterion seems to have been generally adcpted. The original paper by inplis

and Teller takes the half-width given by quasi-static theory (see Part 1,

Chap.h4, for a discussion of line broa iinp.) whereas recent work by Armwstrm. 13

uses the half-width due to inelastic impact broadening by electrons. The

resultiltn expressions are very little different at temoeratures of interest

to Us.
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Thporetical results of the tv-.'? -iscussed in the nrevious narrranh

locate the position of the ano~arent ihotonlectric edpe of the absorption coeffi-

cient, i.e. the edpe which would he observed from an optically thin slab. How-

ever, we are not concerned with nredictinp the spectral appearance of radiation

from a thin slab but with the frequency inteprated intensity from a slab of

variable thickness. Tn the next section it is shown that the contribution of

himh lines to the frequency inteprated intensity can he obtainer by denressini

the nhotoelectric edge even further, snecifically, to the first line which is

optically thin or to the first line whose effective width (see Part 1, Section

3.3) exceeds the interline spacinp, whichever occurs first.

3.3 Treatment of Hiph Lines

Since there is no sharp cut-off point between merped and isolated lines,

the lines below the apparent threshold will be overlapoint but distin-uishable

if an optically thin sample is observed. However, when self-absorption occurs,

each line is blackened out across the effective width (see Part], ! ection 3.3)

which can be considerably Rreater than the half-width of the absorDtion coefli-

cient and which is representative of the width of the intensity nrofile. As

a result, werrinz of the lines observed from an optically thicK slab will be

more extensive than the merpinp of the lines emitted by an optically thin s2Ab

at the same conditlons.

ripure 6 : a sketch contrastinp the apDearance of the intensity pro¢iec

with that of tle absorption coefFicient for a series of lines in which a sele-

absorbed, isola . line is followed by several effectively merped lines.

Inn way o' ',t"nv these -erree 1ines is by compitinp the blac'v bndv

output over !he -Prped interval (As was done by liberran etaL 3). "1 is true

that once two succesniv, lines in a series "erre 3l1 sihsequent, hi-her 2npns

will be merped so lonr as they ar- seil-absorbed (since •he effective wid-th
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W/ V grows as n 1 / 2  for impact broaoeninp or remains constant for quasi-
0 -3

static broadening, whereas the interline spacing falls as n ). Nonetheless,

:his approach involves certain complications. In the first place, the lines

may become optically thin before the true continuum commences and the thin

lines must be treated by another method. Secondly, the background continuum

can make no contribution to the total intensity from the pas over the

blackened-out interval and an appropriite subtraction must be made from the

frequency integrated continuum intensity. Tinally, a quite different analysis

must be used when the lines are optically thin; integrated expressions for

this condition exist (see Ref. 13 and Appendix I) but they do not allow for

the variation of the background continuum acýoss the group of lines.

We will now describe an alternative approach which avoids these

difficulties. Our method is to extend the bound-free continuum still further

down the series, the threshold being fixed by the first pair of lines which

are merged according to their effective widths or by the first optically thin

line, whichever comes first. The remainder of this section is spent in dis-

cussing this method,

In the first place, let us consider an optically thin zimple of gas. It

is shown in Appendix I that the frequency-integrateK intensity from a group of

high lines (n > 1) is equal to the frequency-integrated intensity duc to

the (extended) bound-free continuum over the same frequency interval. Now, if

we 3tart at the first high (n >> 11 line of a series and examine each in

turn, then, if we encounter an optically thin line, we kaow that all higher

lines must also be optically thin because the f-numbers decrease along the

series (Eq. (2.7)) and the line widths increase. The question remains as to

whether the bound-free continuum. is also ontically thin (since only then does

the equivalence demonstrated in Appendix I hold). In this connection, one

m-ast observe that whereas the lines are (arbitrarily) considered Cither thick
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or thin, no such sharp division is made for the continuum. Appendix TTI

discusses the Droblem and concludes that wherever high lines are optically

thin, the use of an extended bound-free absorption coefficient will yield a

good approximation to the frequency-integrated radiation from the thin high

lines. We may therefore extend the bound-free absorption coefficient back-

wards to the first hiph, thin line.

Our second problem is to deal with the high lines if they are optically

thick. It has been pointed out earlier that self-absorption of high lines

will cause extensive merging with the result that the interval over which the

lines are merged emits black-body radiation. Now, when the emitted ridiation

is biack-body, any absorption coefficient which is sufficiently large to pro-

duce approximately complete self-absorption may be substituted for the actual

coefficient. It is shown in Appendix II that the extended bound-free absorp-

tion coefficient is sufficiently large in this sense wherever the lines are

merged according to their effective widths. Suppose now, that we examine

in turn each high line of a series in a self-absorbing medium, starting with

the first high line. Then, if we find a self-absorbed line whose effective

width exceeds the interline spacing, one of two possibilities can occur with

regard to the lines higher up the series. Either they are all self-absorbed

or, at some point, a line becomes optirally thin. In the first of these two

cases, as we have pointed out earlier in this section, all the higher lines

are merged and hence their (black-body) intensity can be achieved by using

the extended bound-free absorption coefficient. In the second case, from the

thin line onwards all the lines must be thin and we have the situation

discussed in the preceding paragraph.

Accordinp to the arguments Just presented, we have two alternative

criteria for fixing the position of the pseudo-photoionization threshold; The

first criterion is the center frequency of the first high line which is
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optically thin, e.g. satisfies T < 2a/(a-l) where T - (U0 K dv/w)s and a
0 V

is the exponent of the wing profile (see Part 1, Section 3.3). The second

criterion is the center frequency of the first line whose effective width,

W, exceeds the interline spacing, Av . Figure 7 illustrates schematically
c

the two criteria in two cases where they almost coincide. It illustrates

the behavior of T and W/Av as one passes along a series of lines. Inc

many cases, in contrast to Fig. 7, either all the high lines will be opti-

cally thin or they will all be merged and the start of the pseudo-continuum

will occur at the first high line.

According to the analyses of Appendices I and II, the method just

described is valid only where the upper state quantum number n is such

that n >> 1; we have been referring to lines with upper states satisfyinp

this condition as high. However, it will now be argued that some of the

lower lines can also be treated by the pseudo-continuum method. First, sup-

pose the lines are optically thin. Section 2.5 shows that in these circum-

stances, the intensity carried by each line falls off rapidly alon7 the

series. Thus it is only necessary to have an accurate treatment of the first

few lines, all the remainder can be included in the pseudo-continuum.

Secondly, suppose the lines are self-absorbed and merged. In this case,

the interval of black-body radiation extends into the low lines and the ex-

tended bound-free absorption coefficient can again be used to produce the

radiation in this interval. However, an adaption of tie analysis in Appen-

dix II tc lower lines shows that when the lines are only just self-absorbed

and merged, the ccntinuum absorption coefficient may be too small to produce

black-body radiation. Fortunately, the error in the overall intensity pro-

duced by this infrequent occurrence will be small. Thus It turns out that,

in any series, the only lines whi.ch may not be included in the pseudo-contiruum
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are a few early lines plus any other lines which are both isolated and self-

absorbed.

Figure 8 shows for the first three series of hvdropen the value n of

the upper state quantum number of the first merged or thin line according to

the criteria just presented. Only values where the path length is an integer

power of 10 have meaning. The lines were taken to be quasi-statically broad-

ened with line width parameter w calculated from (see Part 1, Section 4.6)

w =0.691 X 10 2 z l(n2-n)(Ne/NL+ I z N INL)2/3 (3.1)
z p

p

It can be seen from Fig. 8 that as the path length increases from a low

value, the first thin line moves higher up the series. Then, self-

absorption begins and the start of the pseudo-continuum is set by the first

merged line which moves back down the series for further increases in path

length.

3.4 Importance of High Lines

As an example of the method of the previous section, the intensity of

some of the high lines of a hydrogenic gas was computed.

The purpose of the computation was to find for a given initial quantum

number m, the upper state quantum number, n , such that all lines of

that series with upper states higher than n taken together carry less

than 10% of the energy in the series leading line. The calculation treated

the high lines as an extension of the bound-free continuum. The leading

line was assumed t• be electron impact bioadened with the width given by

Eq. (2.8).

The calculation was carried out on a digital computer. The quantity

n was treated as a continuous variable and found by tryinF successively
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lower values until the correct value was straddled, after this, linear

interpolation proceeded until a value which ,-ave the desired integrated

intensity to within 1% was achieved.

Before discussing the results of the calculation, certain analytical

expressions which hold where the high lines are optically thin will be

presented. First, suppose the leading line is also optically thin, then

an expression for the ratio I Hih/I M,m+ (where THigh is the total inten-

sity due to all lines with n x n ) can be obtained from Eq. (2.22). The

procedure is to replace m+p by n and integrate over n from n to

in the manner of Appendix I. One then gets

T High -- (m+l) 3  (exp[t/(n *)2] -_ 1. (3.2)

mm+l 2t exp[t/(m+l) 2 1

(It is clear from Appendix I that the high series contribution to Eq. (3.2)

can also be obtained by integratinp the optically thin emission oF bound-

free radiation with initial quantum number m over the -,oton enerry inter-

val XH[l/m 2-l/(n*)2] to XH/m 2 .) Settinp I Hih/IMOM+, = 0.1 and solvinp

Eq. (3.2) for n yields

n z (t/tnrO.12t exn[t/(mn+l) 2}/(m+l) 3 + 11)1/2 (3.3)

Seccndly. suppose the leadinr line is self absorbed, then we make use oF the

expression

(s K dv' 1/2
thin o Km,m~ l

M, thick(3.1/

= Nmst) s- /
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where

eL(Ne/IL)S (3.5)

and

3 11!2 2t5/6F(mt) 25.1 . exp(t/2m

t(m+l)(2m+.*)3

F ~1/2

x ex') t 2m+ -1/2 (3.6)
1 m2 (m+l) 2

Equation (3.6) assumes an electron impact-broadened leadinp line with a width

given by Eq. (2.8). 't also assumes the number densities of io...; and elec-

trons to be equal. Combining. Eqs. (3.4) and (3.2) and solving for n gives

{t/tn[O.12t exp[t/(m+l) 2)/(m+l) 3F(m,t)s1/2 + 11)/. (3.7)

For (n )2 >> t Eq. (3.7) becomes

n fl {i (m,t) _ exl)3 t(121)2 gl14

2t exp[- t/(m+l)2]) 1  (3.8)

(the correspondinr form of Eq. (3.3) is not of interest since for this case

(n)2 is not larper than t).

Fipgures 9a, lb and 9c show results for m m 1,2 and 3 respectively.

The optically thin expression (3.3) appears as a number of horizontal lines

while Eq. (3.7) pives straight (or nearly straight)lines on these figures.

The intersections of these lines correspond to the point at which the

treatrent o€ the lea"inr' line chanres from optically thin to selF-absorbed

(see rip. 7 of rart 1). Curves obta;ne& by nu~erica" intepration or the

pseudo-continuuvn are shown for densities of I and 1- times atmospheric.
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As s increases, these curves follow the optically thin results until sell-

absorption of the high lines causes a departure from the analytical expres-

sion. It can be seen that n reaches a maximum and then falls off at

large values of s due to the self-absorption of the high lines. The values

of n give an indication of the relative importance of the hiph lines since

where n is larpe, a large number of lines have to be accounted for if

errors of 10% are to be avoided.

It can be seen from Figs. 8 and 9 that in Peneral, n lies above n,

the beginning of the pseudo-continuum. One implication of this is that the

high lines generally transfer more than 1/10 as much energy as the leadinp

line. For this reason, some reasonable method of accounting for the high

lines has to be included in any radiative transfer calculation for a real

pas.

3.5 Treatment of Lines and Photoionization from Highly Excited Lower States

Sections 3.2 and 3.3 treated lines at the end of comparatively low-lyin7

series where a number of preceding, isolated lines exist. In this section,

we follow a similar line of argument for the case of high series and bound-

free transitions from highly excited states.

In Section 3.2 we saw that the merging of the high lines of a series

causes an apparent extension of the bound-free continuum. Since the line-

width increases with the upper state quantum number, as one passes to hipher

series the line merving will spread, covering more and more lines until all

the lines are merged. At approximately the same condition the minimum fre-

quency for a transition will Ro to zero; this behavior corresponds to

perturbations of the energy levels at m and m+l beinR so great that they

overlap and the energy changes can take all values. !uch a situation sugte-ts
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that transitions by highly excited electrons will be similar to those of free

electrons. The following discussion shows that this is essentially true and

points out certain differences.

Let us suppose that the quantum number at which the energy levels

12
overlap is m as predicted by the theory of either Inglis and Teller or

Armstrong13 and let us consider the absorption coefficient due to transi-

tions between states with m i n >> 1. For any high series, since n > m,

the lines will be merged throughout the series and since m > m the first

two levels overlap and the serics extends to zero frequency. As noted previ-

ously (see Section 3.2), overlapping lLne profiles produce an absorption

coefficient which can be closely approximated by extending the bound-free

absorption coefficient to the beginning of the merged lines. In this case

(m > m), the bound-free absorption coefficient can thus be extended to zero

frequency.

The absorption coefficiert at frequency v due to all transitions from

all states with m > m is therefore given by:

2512e6 Z4 (k N Mt vk
K - R~e6 4 ._y e-X/kT A 2 i exp(z 2 Ry/m 2 kT) ( 1 -e-hV/kT (3.9)
V 3/3 ch Qa h3 V3 m-• m3

where Ry is the Rydberg energy constant. Changing the summation to inte--

gration, Eq. (3.9) becomes

252e6 2 e_/kN

K e 3a& kT(l-e-hv/kT)xpy!(,)2kT) - 1] (3.10)

or

K = K 1 ~-[exp(z2py/(;) 2 kT) - 1) (3.11)1 ff 

0.
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where K is the free-free absorption coefficient. in the case ofv,ff

hydrogen, Q. 1. It is worth-observing that z2 Ry/(m) 2  A'. where AX

is the distance below the threshold of the energy level corresDonding to m.

The appearance of free-free-like behavior in Eq. (3.11) at all frequencies

is a consequence of the free-bound absorption coefficients extending to zero

and may be contrasted with the result of the corresponding integration car-

ried out by Sibulkin for the true photoionization transitions. In the

latter case, free-free-like behavior only exists for frequencies above a

certain minimum value.

It is tempting to suggest from Eq. (3.11) that the transitions from

highly excited states can be accounted for by depressing the ionization

potential by AX thus incrEasing the number oi free electrons and reducing

the number of atoms. However, if such a reduction in ionization energy is

carried out in the Saha equation, the increase in the number of free elec-

trons predicted is less than the number of atoms which previously occupied

states such that m > m. The explanation for this disparitv is that if the

ionization potential were suddenly depressed, all electrons in states with

m > m would be released but, on collision with ions already present, some

would recombine to form atoms. In summrary, we may say that highlv excited,

highly perturbed states behave like free states in their interaction with

radiation (i.e. as far as their cross-sections are concerned) but the elec-

trons are not available for collisional interaction with other particles and

hence they must not be treated as free in the calculation of species concen-

trations. (This is in contrast to the electrons released by the Debve-Mi-kel

Where the ionization is very low, there are virtually no ions available for
collisions and the released electrons remain free. Under these conditions,
it can be shown that a reduction of AX in the iozaization rotential used in
the Sah• equation leads to an additional contribution to the free-free
absorption coefficient equal to the expression (3.11).
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effect discussed in Section 2.2 of Part I which are in all senses free.)

It will now be shown that Eq. (3.11) can be used to calc'alate the

intensity from series that have no isolated, self-absorbed lines. The

approach is similar to that used for the high lines of low series. Where

the lines are optically thick: and merged according to their equivalent

widths, It has already been shown that they can be represertted by an exten-

sion of the bound-free coefficient. But when the entire series is merged,

this extension will go to zero frequency and can be included in the summa-

tion of Eq. (3.9). Similarly, we have shown that the radiation from optically

thin lines with n >> I and that from a corresponding section of the extended

continuum is the same, a comnletely optically thin series can therefore be

treated as entirely bound-free and if m is large may be considered to

reach zero frequency with very small error, it can therefore be treated by

3/5
Eq. (3.11). Now,the effective width of the leading line rises as mV

-3
whereas the interline spacing falls as m- so that once a series with com-

pletely merged leading lines has been fourd, all higher series whose leading

lines are optically thick will also be completely merged. We can therefore

use Eq. (3.11) to treat all series higher than the first which is either

entirely optically thin or completely merged and satisfies m >> 1.

The results of calculations of m are presented in Fip. 10. Only

values where the path length Is an integer power of 10 have meaning. The

lines were taken to be quasi-statically broadened with a linewidth parameter

according to Eq. (3.1). As the path length increases from a low value, the

number of completely thin series decreases and hence m increases. Subse-

quently, m is fixed by the first completely m.rved series and consequently

falls with increasing path length.
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3.6 Importance of Lines and Photoionization from Highly Excited Lower States

This section reports some calculations which apply the treatment of the

previous section to a hydrogenic gas.

The computations were analogous to those of Section 3.4. Their purrose
a

was to calculate m the lower state quantum number such that all transi.
*

tions with lower states higher than m together carry less than 10% of the

energy of the Lyman a line. Two computations of M were performed: one

which accountee only for high series and one which accounted for high series

and high photoionization (i.e. photoionization from highly excited initial

states). In each case, the Lyman a line was taken to be electron impact

broadened with a width given by Eq. (2.8). The intensity of the combination

of high series and high photoionization was calculated by numerical integra-

tion using the continuous absorption coefficient given in Eq. (3.11) with

M replacing m. The intensity of the high series alone was obtained from

the following absorption coefficient

KV = KV'ff iexp(Ry/(mi )2 kT) - exp(hv/kT)] for hv < Ry/(M*) 2 kT

P 3.12)

K = 0 for hv > Rv/(m ) 2kT.
V

Equation (3.12) may be obtained by integrating the true bound-frec contribu-

tions due to states with m > m and subtracting the re-sult from rn. (3.11).

A trial and interpolation procedure similar to that used for the high lines

(Section 3.4) was employed.

As in the case of high lines, analvtic expressions can be obtarined where

the :ines are optically thin, as follo"s, First, suppose the a.•n a line is

oPticaily thin. Ther., starting from Eq. (2.1.) we set m' 1 1. n' - n,

integrate n from -+l to and m from m to . The rerult is
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IH•S -2 , 1-t( )}(.3
H 2t 2exp(-t/4)(exprt/(m* )2] t/(m )2) (3.13)
a

whcre IHS is the total intensity due to all lines with M > m and Ia is

the intensity due to the Lyman a line. Setting 1,H,/T, 0.1, Eq. (3.13)

can be written

m (t/tn[O.OSt 2 exp(t/4) + i + t/(m )21}1/2 (3.14,

which can be solved by iteration, starting with t/(m )2 = 0. A similar pro-

cedure can be applied to the case of combined high series and high nhotoioni-

zation, yielding

m (t/tn[O.O5t 2exp(t/4) + 11)1/2. (3.15)

Secondly, if the Lyman a line is self-absorbed, Eq. (3.4) must be

introduced, yiclding for high series the relation

t- 2t 7/6e-t/4 ( 1 - 3t/4 1)/2 -- 1/2 t/(m 1/)2 (3.l1/
M : (t/tn[!.41 x 10 t e 1es + .16)

m*
where s =s eN For m > t Eq. (3 'f) becomes

*t/16 5/24 -3t/4 /
m = 2.42e t 1 (l-e )s/8. (3.17)

The result for high series and high photoionization corresponding to Eq.

(3.16) is

2 7/6 -t/4 -3t/4 )-1/2--U V
M t/tn[1.47 x 10-• t e- (I-e •I)L?(.R

For m t Eq. (3.19) becomes

S/.33et/ 8  -1/12 -e3t/4 1/4 -1/4mt8.33e (%1-e s .(3.19%,
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Figures 11 and 12 show results for high series and high series plus high

photoionization respectively. Equations (3.14) and (3.15) give horizontal

straight lines for each temperature but these only appear within the range

of values considered at t = 4. Equations (3.16) and (3.18) give straight

(or nearly straight) lines on these figures. The intersection of lines from

Eq. (3.16) or (3.18) with the line at the same temperature given by Eq. (3.14)

or (3.15), as appropriate, corresponds to the point at which the Lyman a line

changes from being optically thin to self-absorbed (see Fig. 7 oF Part 1).

Curves obtained by the numerical integration procedure outlined previously

are shown for densities of 1 and 10-3 times atmospheric. As s increases,

these curves follow the optically thin results until self-absorption of the

high transitions sets in. This self-absorption causes m to pass through

a maximum in the case of the high series alone but for high series and high

bound-free, m is sufficiently high that the transitions remain nearly

optically thin for all cases presented. Figures 11 and 12 show that m can

reach considerable values.

Comparing Fig. 10 with Figs. 11 and 12 shows that in most cases m

lies above m implying that the high series usually transfer at least 1/10

as much energy as the Lyman a line.
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APPENDIX I. ODtically Thin Radiation from High Lines and the Bound-Free

Cont inuum

The intensity from an optically t..n line corresponding to a transition

m to n in an ion of charge z-1 is (see Section 3.1)

e2  -hv mkT
I -- N f B ri - e Ti ]s.

mn m c m mn V
e inn

Substituting the Boltzmann relation, Eq. (2.5), the hydrogenic expressin

for f and the explicit form of the Planck function we get
mn

29w•m e! 0 z6 XH Na e-kT H /n 2 kT
e -- - - e H (1.1)

mn 3/3 c3h 6  m3 Qa n3

The total intensity from lines lying in the interval n. __n < n2  is found

by summing Eq. (1.1) over n . Changing the summation to integration (which

implies n >> 1) gives

n1 28f4m e1z 1 N
Ie 1 e kTkT s[exp(z 2xH/n~kT) - exp(z 2 X H/n~kT)]

n=n mn 3r c 3h6  m30 (a.2

Now, since the photon energy can be expressed as

hv = XH - z2 XH/n 2 - Em,

Eq. (1.2) may be written

n2 28 n4 m e1 Oz 1 N -E /kT -hv /kT -hv 2/kT
I - -6e m kT s[e - e ) (1.3)

n=n 1  n 3r3 c 3h6  m3 Qa

where v and v2 are the central frequencies of lines with lower state m

and upper states n1 and n2 respectively.
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The optically thin emission from a bound-free continuum with initial

state m in the interval V1  to V2  is

B Ndv
bf j v v,m m

28w4 m e1OZ4  N -E /kT v2e- -hv/k~r

3F3 c 3h5  m3 Oa e s 1 e dv (1.4)

which gives

28 W4m e 10 z 4  N a -Em/kT -hvI/kT -hv 2 /kT
e Qa -e kT s[e -e e(.5)Ibf 3/3ic 3 h6 m/a

n 2Finally, comparing Eqs. (1.3) and (1.5) we find that I bf I I •mn"
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APPENDIX II. The Use of the Bounl-Free Continuum Absorption Coefficient

to Represent Self-Absorbcd, Effectively Merged High Lines

Self-absorbed, effectively merged high lines radiate with black-body

intensity at all frequencies of the interval over which they occur. Such

lines can therefore be replaced by any continuous absorption coefficient

which is large enough to give black-body radiation in the appropriate

interval. It is the purpose of this Appendix to show that the extapolated

bound--'ree absorption coefficient is sufficiently large in the above sense.

We do this by showing that the minimum value of the optical depth of the

extended continuum corresponding to merged, self-absorbed lines is suffi-

ciently large to give approximately black-body radiation.

The lines which we consider are assumed to have the asymptotic wing

profile L(v) = b/(v-v )a (see Part 1, Section 3.3) where b and a can0

vary from line to line. Certain useful relationships for such lines have

been derived in Part 1, Section 3.3 and will be repeated here for convenience.

The line is considered as either opLically thin or self-absorbed depending

on the optical depth T defined by

T Kdv/w)s m=e2 f Ns/w El-exp(- hv/kt) ] (II.l)
o e

where N is the number density of particles in the initial state and w is

a line width parameter given by

w = bl/(a-l)[r(l -_)]a/(a'l). (11.2)
a

The separation between optically thin and self-absorbed behavior is defined

to be at
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2a/(a-l) (11.3)

When optically thin, the effective width is given by

W W WT. (11.4)

When self-absorbed, the effective width is ;.iven by

W = 2w T /a (11.5)

Our first step istousethe above equations to find the optical depth at

a distance of half the effective width from the line center (i.e. at

W = v 0÷ W/2) when the line is self-absorbed. Using the standard relation-

ship between the normalized line profile and the absorption coefficient at a

point in the line, we get for the optical depth at vw

TVNL = KVW,LS r Fo Kv'Ldv L(v w)S.

Inserting into this the expression for L(v) and Eq. (OI.L) we obtain

T = wTbf(W/2)a. (11.6)vw,L

Finally, Eqs. (11.2), (IT.5) and (11.6) yield the simple result

T ra _ 1_)-a*(I
Vw,L 

a

Having obtained this convenient expression for optical depth at vW, we next

seek to compare the value of the continuum absorption coefficient at the line

The value of T for a = 2 (dispersion profile) is lw while the

v5.L
value for a =2.5 (quasi-static profile) i9 1/2.7
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frequency to the line absorption coefficient at V and hence, uinfp Eq.

(11.7). determine the optical depth of the continuum at the frequency of the

line.

First, we ask under what conditions will the optical depth of the

extended continuum be a minimum, consistent with the line to which it corres-

ponds being both self-absorbed and merged. This question is most easily

answered if we transform it into a problem in terms of th' line absorption

coefficient. We may do this as follows. For N particles per unit volume,

the optical depth of the continuum may be written T = No s where a

is the continuum absorption cross section which is independent of tempera-

ture and density. Thus, T 'c is a minimum when Ns is a minimum. On the

other hand, the line optical depth at v W may be written, froii Eq. (11.7),

TVwL = NoVW,Ls = constant where a wVL may vary because of the variable

line width. From this last result, Ns will be a minimum when avwL is a

maximum. Thus our preliminary problem has become that of finding under what

conditions the line absorption cross section at the equivalent width (i.e. at

vw) has its maximum value consistent with self-absorption and merging.

This maximum value will occur when the line is simultaneously iust

self-absorbed and just merged as will now be argued. The line must be just

self-absorbed because any greater self-absorption will increase the effec-

tive width and thus push vw further into the wings of the line with a

consequecnt decrease in the line absorption cross section at vW. To see that

the line must also be just merged we first observe that further merp.ing

while remaining just self-absorbed can only he achieved by an increase in

line width, w, (in order to increase W at constant T, see Eq. (11.5))

with a compensating increase in the value of Ns (in order to maintain T

constant for increasirR w, see Eq. (11.1)). Now, the optical depth at VW
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is constant (see Eq. (11.7)) and hence, since Ns has increased, the

absorption cross section at vW. must have decreased.

It follows that if the extended continuum absorption coefficient gives

approximattly black-body radiation at the frequency of a line that is just

self-absorbed and just merged, it will also give black-body radiation when-

ever the lines are self-absorbed and merged. We therefore examine the

optical depth of the continuum in this worst case of a just self-absorbed

and just merged line.

When a line is just self-absorbed, the effective width is given by

combining Eqs. (01.3) i'nd (01.5) to get

W = w 2a/(a-l) (11.8)

Hence, the line coefficient at ine half the equivalent width from the line

center is given by

we'
KVL we f N[l - exp(-hvw/kT)J b (11.9

VWL mec m W wa 2a/(a-l)

where we have put vW-V 0= W/2 and then used Eq. (11.8). The relationship

between b and w is given in Eq. (11.2). Inverting Eq. (11.2) and substi-

tuting for b "n Eq. (11.9) yields

"K .e2 [r(l - l)]-a

KV l - e p(-hnw/ w 2a/(aal)

Inserting the hydrogenic expression for f (Eq. (2.7)), we pet

1F~l- 1)]-a

K26 e' 111 R3 a2v L - (1 - exp(-hv w/kT)]N x a/(1) (Ix.11)
KV 3r3 mec gm M3 n3 V3 w 2

0

The h,,rogenic bound-free absorption coefficient is

25 e2  1 1 c2R2  eph/~l
K eCl - exp(-hv/kT)]Nm. (11.12)C 3 in mech R. m3 v3
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Putting vW V 0= V in Eq. (II.11) and dividing Eq. (11.12) by the result

we pet K 2 a/(a-l) n3w[r(- 1 )]a

Vc 2hcR a (11.13)
v,L

But the interline spacing, D, is given by

D = cRh[l/n 2 - 1/(n+l) 2 ]

= cRh 2/n 3  (11.14)

(since n >> 1) and where lines are just starting to merge, w 2a/(a-1)= W=D

so that Eq. (11.13) and (11.14) can be combined to give

K 1 a
,C [r(1 - -)I . (11.15)

K 'a

Finally, since Tv = K V s, we combine Eqs. (11.15) and (11.7) to obtain the

optical depth of the continuum,

,C =i. (11.16)
Vc

The interpretation of Eq. (11.16) in terms of a specific intensity is

straightforward since in a uniform medium with no incident radiation we have

(see Part 1, Section 3.1)

-T
I :B (l-e V) (11.17)

V V

It therefore turns out that at the freqp.ercy of a lina which is lust self-

absorbed and just merged, use of the pseudo-continuum absorption coefficient

gives 63% of black-bodv radiation. Since the case examined is on the
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borderline between self-absorption and non-self-absorption , this value of

intensity should be close to the true value. Under conditions where the

lines are more heavily self-absorbed and/or further merged, use of the corres-

ponding extended bound-free absorption coefficient will give an intensity

closer to the black-body value.

Tt should be remarked that whereas the lines are considered either self-
absorbed or non-self-absorbed in our simplified model, no absolut-
distinction is made for the continuum. The pseudo-continuum may therefore
be said to have correctly reproduced the partially self-absorbed condition
of a more accurate line model.
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APPENDIX III. Self-Absorption of the Extended Continuum Corresponding to

Optically Thin Lines

In order to be able to represent optically thin lines by an extension of

the bound-free absorption coefficient (see Section 3.3) it is necessary that

where the lines are optically thin, then the extended continuum should also

be approximately optically thin.

To start the discussion, we have to consider a situation in which we

know the optical depth of the continuum. Appendix II demonstrates that, in

the case of a line which is just optically thick (and hence also just opti-

cally thin) and whose equivalent width equals the Interline spacing, then

the optical depth of the corresponding bound-free continuum is unity. In

this case, therefore, the continuum is partly self-absorbed. If the path

length is decreased for constant line width then the line will become thinner

while the continuum will also become thinner. If the line width and path

length are decreased at the same rate the line will remain just optically

thin but the continuum will become thinner. The final possibility is to

increase the line width and path length keeping the line just optically

thin. The increasing path length will increase the self-aýsorntion of the

continuum, apparently making the representation worse. However, we recall

that we start with a line whose equivalent width is equal to the interline

spacing. Increas~ng the width of the absorption coefficient of such a line

will cause it to more heavily overlap Its neighbors with a mutual increase

in line absorption coefficients (except near the line centers). The line

is therefore no longer necessarily thin and must be described by takinp

into account the mutual interference with adiacent lines. Accordinv to

Section 3.2, the combined absorption coefficients of these merved lines tend

towards the extended bound-free absorption coefficient.
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It can thus be seen that the bound-free absorption coefficient will give

a good approximation to the frequency integrated intensity from high lines

wherever these lines are optically thin.
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